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A B S T R A C T

Objectives

This is a protocol for a Cochrane Review (intervention). The objectives are as follows:

To assess and compare the eFects of catheter ablation for ventricular tachycardia (VT) with escalation of antiarrhythmic drugs (AADs) in
patients with ischaemic heart disease (IHD).
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B A C K G R O U N D

Description of the condition

Ventricular tachycardia (VT) is an abnormal rhythm arising  from
the ventricles (the largest chambers of the heart) and  can occur
in hearts that are either  normal or abnormal in structure. It is
characterised on an electrocardiogram (ECG) by a tachycardia (i.e.
heart rate > 100 beats per minute) with a broad QRS. The QRS is the
part of the ECG that represents the depolarisation (or electrical
activation) of the ventricles and, in VT, the QRS duration is > 120
milliseconds. VT  can  cause symptoms of palpitation,  chest pain,
breathlessness, dizziness  (presyncope) or blackout (syncope).  VT
can result in  haemodynamic instability (a significant reduction
in blood pressure) or cardiac arrest (sudden failure of the heart's
pump function) and is a common cause of sudden cardiac death
(Markman 2018).

VT is classified according to morphology (i.e.  ECG appearance),
duration and clinical eFects.

• Non-sustained VT does not cause haemodynamic instability and
terminates spontaneously within 30 seconds

• Sustained VT lasts > 30 seconds and/or requires termination
through an  intervention and/or causes haemodynamic
instability or syncope

VT can be further  classified by its ECG appearance as
monomorphic  (each beat is the same) or  polymorphic
(beats are diFerent from each other). Monomorphic VT is
associated with scar tissue caused by ischaemic heart disease
(IHD, narrowing of the heart arteries), or non-ischaemic
causes such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy, right ventricular dysplasia, infiltrative heart
disease (e.g.  sarcoidosis), or prior cardiac surgery.  Polymorphic
VT is associated with a generalised abnormality of the
myocardium (heart muscle) and has multiple causes  including
acute myocardial ischaemia  (a sudden lack of blood supply) and
significant  abnormalities of  electrolytes  (or  blood  salts)  but also
occurs  in  inherited conditions  including  both  short and long QT
syndrome, Brugada syndrome and catecholaminergic polymorphic
VT. Finally, idiopathic VT is a form of VT in which none of the above
causes can be found (Koplan 2009).

IHD is the commonest cause of VT and patients with IHD can present
with monomorphic or polymorphic VT. Polymorphic VT in IHD  is
most commonly associated with acute myocardial ischaemia and
is oKen managed by treatment to reduce ischaemia,  including
interventions to  restore myocardial  blood supply (i.e. coronary
revascularisation) (Tung 2010).

Monomorphic VT in ischaemic heart disease  (but in the absence
of  acute ischaemia)  is associated with  scar tissue in the
myocardium  caused by prior myocardial infarction (MI; heart
attack). AKer an infarct, a remodelling process occurs and necrotic
(dead) myocardium is replaced with fibrous tissue that surrounds
surviving myocytes  within the scar. These surviving myocytes
conduct energy abnormally due to a variety of cellular and
extracellular factors, exhibiting exaggerated anisotropy (diFerent
speeds of electrical conduction), slowed conduction velocities,
and conduction block. With remodelling, channels of these
surviving,  abnormal  myocytes can  connect areas of  healthy
myocardium around an  infarct. This  creates the substrate for

re-entry  – a self-perpetuating 'loop' of electrical activation
that conducts slowly through the scar to an  exit site and
then rapidly through the normal myocardium back to an
entry site into the scar,  leading to sustained  monomorphic
VT  (Cronin 2019; Stevenson 1993; Stevenson 1998; Wilber 1995).
The electrical  substrate  for re-entry,  within an infarct  scar,  can
be detected in many patients with assessment of electrical
conduction in normal (sinus) rhythm. Endocardial recordings (i.e.
from the inner surface  of   heart muscle) in  areas of myocardial
scar that can support VT, consistently demonstrate low amplitude
(low intensity  of the electrical charge), prolonged duration,
and multicomponent potentials (electrical charges which are
complex)  frequently occurring aKer the end of the QRS complex
when assessed during sinus rhythm. These signals are oKen termed
"late potentials" (Cronin 2019; Stevenson 1993; Stevenson 1998;
Wilber 1995).

The overall incidence of VT (of any cause) globally  is diFicult to
determine, as  individuals must have cardiac monitoring in place
for it to be detected (e.g. non-sustained VT) and such monitoring
has not been commonly used in large populations of asymptomatic
people. The paucity of data in developing countries creates further
challenges in estimates of global VT incidence. A 2018 study of half
a million UK biobank members found that 0.16%  of  patients
aged < 55 years, 0.37% of those aged 55 to 65 years and 0.59% of
those aged > 65 years  had  any ventricular arrhythmia, including
VT (Khurshid  2018). An indirect but useful method of looking
at incidence of VT is through the incidence of sudden cardiac
death, as the majority of sudden cardiac death is caused by VT or
ventricular fibrillation (VF; another abnormal rhythm that causes
cardiac arrest), and data on sudden cardiac death is oKen more
widely available internationally. The annual  incidence of sudden
cardiac death  is  50 to 100 per 100,000 in the USA and Europe
(Fishman 2010). A study in Cameroon showed an annual incidence
of sudden cardiac death of 31.3 per 100,000 (Bonny 2017), and in
China the incidence was 41.8 per 100,000 (Hua 2009).

Regarding the specific focus of this review, the incidence of
sustained monomorphic VT aKer ST-elevation MI (STEMI)  has
reduced due to smaller infarct sizes (i.e. smaller areas
of scar)  following the widespread availability of  primary
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). This has enabled
emergency reopening of blocked arteries in patients with STEMI
and similar early invasive management with PCI  in patients with
acute coronary syndromes, including non-STEMI (Anter 2014). This
reduction, however, has occurred in the context of increased
prevalence (proportion of the overall population) of IHD, owing
to an ageing population and better survival following MI. The
time interval from infarct to first episode of VT  is highly variable,
frequently occurring aKer many years (De Bakker 2000; Roy 1986).
In some longitudinal cohorts (a large group of patients followed
up for a period of time), only a minority of patients, about 10%,
will develop scar-related VT following a MI over the course of their
life (Tran 2019). Approximately 30% of those who develop VT will
experience the first episode of sustained monomorphic VT within
the first year of MI, with a predictable incidence (rate of occurrence
of a disease) of 2% to 5% per year thereaKer (De Bakker 2000; Roy
1986; Anter 2014).

Description of the intervention

Catheter ablation is an established treatment option for recurrent
VT in patients with IHD  (Josephson 2016; Anter 2014). This
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minimally-invasive procedure is carried out in a cardiac catheter
laboratory, under general anaesthetic or conscious sedation. The
aim of ablation is to identify the causative areas of abnormal
myocardium (i.e. scar) and render them electrically inert, and
therefore unable to sustain further VT. Catheters are introduced
to the endocardial surface  of the heart usually via the femoral
blood vessels under fluoroscopic (x-ray) guidance. The epicardium
(outside surface of the heart) can also be accessed if required
via a percutaneous route. The catheters are equipped with tip
electrodes that allow recording of cardiac electrical activity at
precise locations – both the amplitude (voltage) and timing
of electrical activation, with reference to a stable electrode
elsewhere in the heart or the surface ECG. Three-dimensional
electroanatomical mapping systems are able to localise these
catheters using magnetic fields and/or electrical impedance,
and thus be used to create  a geometrical model of the heart,
incorporating  electrical information  of the tissue. Substrate
mapping  is commonly  used to identify areas that can  support
re-entrant VT. Abnormal channels of  tissue within the scar (or
isthmuses) can be  heated using  radiofrequency energy emitted
from an ablation catheter, and thereby rendered electrically
inactive (Cronin 2019). Catheter ablation of scar-related VT requires
an advanced level of experience by the operator and laboratory
staF, availability of specialised technology, and commonly support
from both  anaesthetic and  cardiothoracic  surgical staF. As such,
it is resource-intensive and generally only available in specialist
(tertiary) centres. From a global perspective, access to VT ablation
as a treatment option may be currently limited.

Practically, the immediate priority in the acute treatment of
a patient with ongoing VT is restoration of  sinus rhythm.
This is usually accomplished using antiarrhythmic  drugs (AADs;
drugs that work on the electrical system of the heart)  and/
or  electrical direct current  cardioversion with  correction of any
underlying precipitant of VT (e.g. acute ischaemia, electrolyte
disturbance, anaemia). The priority then becomes prevention of
further VT, and drug therapy will usually be continued to reduce
this risk (Priori 2015).  Commonly used AADs  are disopyramide,
quinidine, mexiletine, propafenone, amiodarone, procainamide,
sotalol, dofetilide, dronedarone and ranolazine.  These are oKen
divided using the Vaughan-Williams Classification  into class I
(sodium  channel blockers), class II (beta-adrenergic receptor
blockers), class III (potassium channel blockers) and class IV
agents  (calcium channel blockers) (Darbar 2014). There are
significant trials in this area using a variety of AADs to prevent
VT, including beta blockers, amiodarone and sotalol (in the OPTIC
study) (Chen 2005; Connolly 2006).

AKer a patient survives an episode of VT without a reversible
cause, an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) will oKen be
considered to reduce the risk of future sudden cardiac death (Priori
2015).  ICDs can provide immediate treatments to terminate  VT
or VF, but they cannot prevent the occurrence of VT/VF.  ICDs are
also considered for primary prevention (i.e. in the absence of
previously documented VT) in patients who have severely reduced
leK ventricular ejection fraction (Priori 2015), as the risk of sudden
cardiac death is significantly elevated in this group.

Essentially, there are two treatment options in patients presenting
with recurrent VT, either catheter ablation and/or a change
in their pharmacological therapy, referred to as escalation of
antiarrhythmic therapy. In practical terms, escalation involves

commencing  a new antiarrhythmic agent in addition to or
to replace the agent  they were taking at the time of their
recurrent VT. Escalating pharmacological therapy may be limited
by side eFects, adverse drug interactions and/or further recurrent
VT.   In these scenarios, further escalation of therapy with an
alternative  AAD regime or VT ablation should be considered. In
patients with an ICD, recurrent VT may also result in multiple
therapies (including  shocks)  which can have significant adverse
psychological eFects  (Manzoni 2015).  Sapp et al carried out a
multicentre trial showing that in patients with poor leK ventricular
function with ICDs and recurrent VT, those  undergoing invasive
catheter  VT ablation had a better combined composite outcome
(mortality, shocks and VT storm)  than patients with escalated
medical therapy alone  (Sapp 2016). A meta-analysis within this
population reported those undergoing invasive VT ablation  had
lower rates of shocks, VT storm or hospitalisation compared with
AAD alone. Adverse eFects were, however, only reported in a single
publication, which suggested it was more common in the AAD arm
(Martinez 2020).

How the intervention might work

Catheter ablation for VT is a minimally-invasive procedure
involving passing long catheters through the veins, typically from
the groin, to the bottom chambers of the heart to localise critical
areas of myocardium necessary to sustain VT. These areas are
exposed to a localised burst of radiofrequency energy to create
a small lesion  4 mm to 5 mm  in diameter.  The number of
lesions required to render the tissue electrically inert, and therefore
break the VT circuit, is variable. To access the leK ventricle from the
right heart, where the veins typically enter, a needle may be used
to puncture the intra-atrial septum (the wall separating the two top
chambers of the heart) and a sheath used to access the leK ventricle
via the mitral valve. Alternatively, a catheter can be passed  from
an artery in the groin to access the leK ventricle retrogradely via
the aorta. A three-dimensional electroanatomical map is created by
moving the catheter within the heart chambers using a computer
mapping system. The catheter position is determined using the
mapping system and x-ray (flouroscopy) (Tung 2010).

If the VT originates from the outside surface of the heart, then a
puncture may be performed beneath the breast bone to access the
pericardium (an external covering of the heart separated from it by
a fluid layer). The ablation catheter is then manipulated within the
pericardial sac. The ablation procedure is usually performed under
deep sedation or general anaesthesia. The procedure is complex
and usually performed at specialist (tertiary) centres (Tung 2010).

Patients with VT generally undergo ICD implantation alongside
AADs.  An ICD  does not stop a patient from going into VT but
can provide antitachycardia pacing (ATP) therapy (i.e. pacing the
heart at a fast rate to break the VT circuit) or deliver electrical
shocks to terminate VT. However, some patients may undergo VT
ablation as an additional therapy due to multiple  ICD shocks or
intolerance of AADs. Success rates for VT ablation vary and are
highest in patients with IHD. Due to the length (3 to 6 hours) and
complexity of the procedure, an experienced operator is needed
with a success rate of 70% for > 90% reduction in VT burden at
12 months  (Tung 2010).  In comparison, radiofrequency  ablation
of accessory pathways in WolF-Parkinson-White syndrome has  a
success rate of > 95%  (Sacher 2010).  VT ablation complications
include vascular complications (3.6%), cardiac tamponade (0.45%)
and thromboembolic (i.e. leg vein clots or clots in the pulmonary
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(lung) arteries) events  (0.7%) (Peichl 2014). VT ablation has an in-
hospital mortality of 2.7% and a complication rate of 11.5% with a
30-day readmission rate of 19.2%. VT recurrence accounts for 41%
of readmissions within 30 days (Cheung 2018).

The macro re-entrant circuits (circuitous electrical loops that cover
a large area) in VT involve both structural and functional barriers to
conduction. In fact, it is scar tissue separating viable myocytes that
forms many of the circuitous and critical pathways in the re-entrant
circuits of VT. The ablation strategy relies on targeting channels of
residual myocardium within the scar that cause slow conduction
and allow  re-entry. In the case of  VT caused by a previous MI,
the anatomical  substrate is usually on the subendocardial (inner)
layer of the ventricular myocardium.  Broadly, two methods are
employed during catheter ablation. The first is to map electrical
activation of the heart while the patient is in VT, and perform pacing
manoeuvres known as 'entrainment', to identify the critical part of
the circuit by which the VT is sustained and target it with ablation
(Cronin 2019; Josephson 2016; Anter 2014).

However, haemodynamic intolerance oKen limits
electroanatomical mapping during VT. In such cases, target areas
are identified with 'substrate mapping' while the patient is in sinus
rhythm or a rhythm controlled by pacing. Using this approach,
the mapping can identify areas of scar (manifested by low-voltage
signals) and the channels of abnormal myocytes that run through
the scar, to target for ablation, without the need for ongoing VT (Al-
Khatib 2015; Cronin 2019; Josephson 2016).

The comparator to ablation for the purposes of this review is
pharmacological therapy with AADs. Multiple medications can be
used. Cardioselective beta blockers are first line and were shown
in the CIBIS II trial to reduce sudden cardiac death by 44% in
patients with heart failure (Chen 2005). Amiodarone is also well
established (despite its significant  side eFect profile) but in the
era of ICD use for primary prevention, did not show a mortality
benefit (Brady 2005).  Amiodarone  and beta-blockers together,
were  shown to be superior to monotherapy with sotalol or beta
blockers in the OPTIC trial for secondary prevention ICD recipients,
and its use was also associated with a reduction in ICD  shocks
(Connolly 2006). Sotalol has also been shown to reduce shocks and
sudden death in secondary prevention ICD patients, however the
OPTIC trial showed significant discontinuation rates (Pacifico 1999).
Flecainide is no longer used, as the CAST trial showed it increased
mortality in patients with previous MI (Echt 1991). Class I agents
overall are inferior to sotalol and amiodarone, but mexiletine is
still used occasionally (Exner 2001). Quinidine, procainamide, and
disopyramide, which are class Ia antiarrhythmic agents, can also be
used as third line for VT, but suFer from a significant risk of torsade
de pointes and poor tolerability (Gillis 2004). Combination therapy
with class I and III agents may be better than therapy with one agent
alone  (Van Herendael  2010). Dofetilide has also been used and
shown to reduce VT, and may have a role to play in patients who are
intolerant of sotalol and amiodarone (Boriani 2001). Ranolozine has
also been shown to reduce VT post non-STEMI (Scirica 2007). Finally
two drugs that have been used in small trials of VT are azimilide and
celivarone (Dorian 2004; Kowey 2011).

Why it is important to do this review

VT is a common and potentially life-threatening cardiac rhythm
problem that is frequently challenging to manage. Scar-related
re-entry is the most common cause of sustained monomorphic

VT in the presence of structural heart disease. Prior MI  is the
most common cause of structural heart disease, although scar-
related VT can occur in other myocardial diseases (Anderson 2019;
Markman 2018).

VT, despite AADs,  oKen recurs and can result in haemodynamic
compromise and ICD therapies in the form of either  shocks
or ATP.   Patients with recurrence have worse outcomes and a
reduction in VT burden and ICD therapies is desirable. Therapeutic
options include escalating antiarrhythmic  drug  therapy by
increasing the dose, changing the drug, or adding a new
drug. An alternative option is VT ablation (Sapp 2016). The
most recent European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines in
management of VT and sudden cardiac death recommend catheter
ablation or amiodarone therapy for treating recurrent ICD
shocks caused by sustained monomorphic VT (Priori 2015). The
Heart Rhythm Society/European Heart Rhythm Association (HRS/
EHRA) consensus statement on catheter ablation for ventricular
arrhythmias  recommends  catheter ablation for symptomatic
sustained monomorphic VT, including VT terminated by an
ICD, that recurs despite antiarrhythmic  drug  therapy or when
antiarrhythmic drugs are not tolerated or not desired (Cronin 2019).
The optimal choice of therapy between escalated drug therapy and
VT ablation in reducing recurrent VT and ICD therapies amongst
patients taking AADs is still uncertain and will be the focus of this
review.

AAD therapy is almost universally used as first-line therapy for these
patients; however, catheter ablation is increasingly recognised as
a particularly important option in recurrent VT. In current day-to-
day practice, catheter ablation is a key strategy for patients with
VT when AADs are ineFective, not tolerated, or not desired by the
patient. The purpose of this review is to examine the evidence,
according to standardised Cochrane methodology,  in order to
establish the eFectiveness of catheter ablation in managing
recurrent VT compared to escalation of antiarrhythmic  drugs.
Whilst there are a number of published randomised control trials
and meta-analyses within this field, we feel a comprehensive and
up-to-date review, specifically in the context of IHD, rather than all
structural heart disease, is required and would add to the literature
(Al-Khatib 2015; Anderson 2019; Carbucicchio 2008; Deneke 2011;
Izquierdo 2012; Kuck 2010; Kuck 2017; Kumar 2017; Mallidi 2011;
Martinez 2020; Morawski 2017; Muser 2017; Nayyar 2013; Reddy
2007).

O B J E C T I V E S

To assess and compare the eFects of catheter ablation for
ventricular tachycardia (VT) with escalation of antiarrhythmic
drugs (AADs) in patients with ischaemic heart disease (IHD).

M E T H O D S

Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of studies

We will include all randomised controlled trials (RCTs)  that have
compared the safety and eFicacy of catheter ablation for VT versus
antiarrhythmic drugs (AAD). We will include studies published as
full text, as abstract only, and those which are unpublished. For the
purpose of this review, we anticipate that suFicient RCTs have been
conducted to answer this clinical question and therefore we will not
include any non-randomised studies. We do not anticipate that we
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will encounter any cluster-randomised trials. However, if such trials
are identified, they will be included. We are not planning to include
cross-over trials due to the risk of carry-over eFect with AADs, such
as amiodarone, which have long-term eFects.

Types of participants

We will include studies that recruited patients with recurrent scar-
related VT who are aged 18 years or above, with a history of IHD. In
case only a subset of eligible participants are presented in a trial,
we will contact study authors to request a full data set. If authors
are unwilling or unable to provide additional information, we will
include those studies in which at least 80% of included participants
are eligible in our review.

We will exclude patients with non-ischaemic VT.

Types of interventions

We will compare all forms of catheter ablation for VT (with or
without AAD therapy) in patients with structural heart disease to
escalation of AAD therapy.

We will have two comparisons, the first is catheter ablations with
AADs versus escalation (i.e. increased dose of current drug, addition
of new drug, change of drug)  of AADs  alone; and the second is
catheter ablations without AADs versus escalation of AADs alone.

We will include all forms of catheter ablation for VT,
including  endocardial as well as epicardial approaches,
using both conventional as well as 3-dimensional mapping
systems using radiofrequency. We will include both substrate and
arrhythmia mapping strategies.

Concomitant therapies, including any heart failure treatment, such
as medical therapy (drugs), as well as device therapy (pacemakers
and defibrillators), and exercise or dietary treatments  will be
eligible, given that they are equally available to all participants.

Types of outcome measures

Definitions and measurement of clinical events will be according
to the individual trials. Where a published report does not appear
to report one of these outcomes, we will access the trial protocol
and contact the trial authors to ascertain whether the outcomes
were measured but not reported. We will include relevant trials that
measured these outcomes but did not report the data at all. We will
assess the outcomes at the longest follow-up point.

Primary outcomes

• Ventricular arrhythmia recurrence rate

• All-cause mortality

• Cardiovascular mortality

Secondary outcomes

• Cardiac rehospitalisation

• Appropriate ICD therapies (ICD shocks or ATP)

• Adverse events
◦ acute procedural complications including

▪ stroke

▪ pericardial tamponade

▪ major bleeding

◦ related to AADs,  including events requiring discontinuation
and or other treatment to counteract the adverse event, such
as
▪ corneal microdeposits

▪ thyroid dysfunction

▪ liver dysfunction

▪ pulmonary fibrosis

▪ QT prolongation

▪ Torsade de Pointes

• VT storm (defined as ≥ 3 episodes of VT, or shocks, or both, within
24 hours)

Recurrence of ventricular arrhythmias (VT and VF) will be accessed
on ICD check logs. In patients with no ICDs, we will take into account
all the documented ventricular arrhythmia events, whether on a 12-
lead ECG, or any form of cardiac rhythm monitor, provided that the
treating physicians were satisfied with the diagnosis of ventricular
arrhythmia.

Search methods for identification of studies

Electronic searches

We will search the following electronic databases for relevant
trials, from their inception to the present, and we will impose no
restriction on language or publication status.

• Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) (in the
Cochrane Library)

• MEDLINE (Ovid, from 1946)

• Embase (Ovid, from 1980)

• Science Citation Index Expanded on the Web of Science
(Clarivate Analytics, from 1900)

We will apply the Cochrane sensitivity-maximising RCT
filter (Lefebvre 2021) to MEDLINE (Ovid) and adaptations of it to the
other databases, except CENTRAL.

In order to identify ongoing or unpublished trials, we will search the
following electronic databases.

• World Health Organisation (WHO) International Clinical Trials
Registry Platform (www.who.int/ictrp/en)

• ClinicalTrials.gov (clinicaltrials.gov)

• Clinical Trials Register EU (www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu)

We will consider adverse events described in included studies only.

Searching other resources

We will handsearch reference lists of included trials and reviews on
the topic of ablation in ventricular arrhythmia. We will also examine
any relevant retraction statements and errata for included studies.

Data collection and analysis

We will perform the review and meta-analysis according to
the recommendations in the  Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
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Reviews of Interventions (Higgins 2021a). We will include all eligible
trials in the analysis, regardless of publication status.

Selection of studies

Two review authors (HA and GM) will independently screen titles
and abstracts of all the potential studies we identify as a result
of the search and code them as 'retrieve' (eligible or potentially
eligible/unclear) or 'do not retrieve'. If there are any disagreements,
a third review author will be asked to arbitrate (SJ). We will retrieve
the full-text publications and two review authors (HA and GM) will
independently screen these to identify studies for inclusion and
identify and record reasons for exclusion of the ineligible studies.
We will resolve any disagreement through discussion or, if required,
we will consult a fourth review author (MAh). We will identify and
exclude duplicates and collate multiple reports of the same study
so that each study, rather than each report, is the unit of interest in
the review. We will record the selection process in suFicient detail to
complete a PRISMA flow diagram and 'Characteristics of excluded
studies' table (Liberati 2009).

Data extraction and management

We will use a data collection form for study characteristics and
outcome data which has been piloted on at least one study in
the review. One review author (JK, CB or GB) will extract study
characteristics from included studies. We will extract the following
study characteristics.

• Methods: study design, total duration of study, number of study
centres and location, country published in, study setting, and
date of study

• Participants: N randomised, N lost to follow-up/withdrawn,
N analysed, mean age, age range, gender,  inclusion criteria,
and exclusion criteria, how they were randomised (allocation
random, allocation sequence concealed, baseline diFerences
between intervention groups (comments), awareness amongst
participants and carers of the intervention, deviations from
outcome due to trial context, whether these deviations were
in both groups, the analysis done to estimate the eFect
of assignment to intervention,  age, number of males and
females, smoking status, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, high
cholesterol, history of cardiovascular disease, leK ventricular
ejection fraction, history of previous reduced leK ventricular
function

• Interventions: intervention, comparison, concomitant
medications, pacemaker type (Single chamber, dual chamber or
biventricular pacemaker or cardiac resynchronisation therapy
defibrillator (CRT-D)

• Outcomes: primary and secondary outcomes specified and
collected, and time points reported, measurement methods and
thresholds reported. We will also look specifically at missing
data.

• Notes: funding for trial, and notable conflicts of interest of trial
authors

Two review authors (HA and GM) will independently extract
outcome data from included studies. We will resolve disagreements
by consensus or by involving a third review author (GB). One
review author (GM) will transfer data into the Review Manager file
(Review Manager 2020). We will double-check that data are entered
correctly by comparing the data presented in the systematic review
with the data extraction form. A second review author (MAh)

will spot-check study characteristics for accuracy against the trial
report.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies

Two review authors (GM, MAh) will independently assess risk of bias
for each study using RoB 2, outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for
Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins 2021b). We will resolve
any disagreements by discussion or by involving another review
author (MB). We will assess the risk of bias of a specific result of a
trial according to the domains of:

• bias arising from the randomisation process;

• bias due to deviations from intended interventions;

• bias due to missing outcome data;

• bias in measurement of the outcome; and

• bias in selection of the reported result.

We will assess the risk of bias for the outcomes of the included trials
that will be included in our summary of findings table.

We will use the signalling questions in the RoB 2 tool and rate each
domain as 'low risk of bias', 'some concerns' or 'high risk of bias'. We
will summarise the risk of bias judgements across diFerent studies
for each of the domains listed for each outcome. The overall risk
of bias for the result is the least favourable assessment across the
domains of bias.
We will be interested in quantifying the eFect of assignment to the
interventions at baseline, regardless of whether the interventions
are received as intended (the 'intention-to-treat eFect').  When
considering treatment eFects, we will take into account the risk of
bias for the studies that contribute to that outcome.

We will be using the RoB 2 Excel tool to carry out our assessment
(RoB 2 Excel 2019). Due to the large amount of data generated
by the RoB  2 tool, we will be unable to list all of this in the full
review, apart from a RoB 2 table giving overall risk of bias. We
will however list all the consensus decisions for the signalling
questions in a supplemental data file. For cluster-RCTs, we will use
the RoB 2 tool as it is and add an additional domain specific for
cluster-RCTs from the archived version of the tool (Domain 1b -
'Bias arising from the timing of identification and recruitment of
participants') (RoB 2 for cluster-randomized trials 2021), and use
the signalling questions from the archived version and the guidance
in the Cochrane Handbook (Higgins 2021a).

Measures of treatment e9ect

We will analyse dichotomous data as risk ratios (RRs) with 95%
confidence intervals (CIs). 

Unit of analysis issues

We will be including multiple-arm RCTs as well as cluster-RCT trials.
We will overcome unit of analysis error in a cluster-randomised
trial by conducting the analysis at the same level as the allocation.
We will analyse the  data considering  each cluster as  a unit of
analysis.  However, in cluster-RCTs in which the unit of analysis
is not reported, we will calculate the eFective sample size using
an intracluster correlation coeFicient (ICC; Higgins 2021c).

If we have trials that could contribute multiple, correlated,
comparisons with multiple treatment arms we will combine groups
to create a single pair-wise comparison for analysis. 
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Regarding multiple observations on patients, we will select the
longest follow-up from each study.

Dealing with missing data

We will record any missing data on our data collection form. We will
contact investigators or study sponsors in order to verify key study
characteristics and obtain missing numerical outcome data where
possible (e.g. when a study is identified as abstract only). If we do
not receive a response, we will evaluate the data missing due to
participants’ dropout using intention-to-treat analysis (ITT).

Where possible, we will use the RevMan calculator to calculate
missing standard deviations using other data from the trial, such as
CIs, based on methods outlined in the Cochrane Handbook (Higgins
2021a). If we cannot obtain this information, we will impute those
values by taking the mean of the variance of other studies reporting
on the same outcome using the same methodology. 

If important information is missing, such as number of participants,
means, or standard deviations, but standard error, 95% CI or  P
values are reported, we will calculate an eFect estimate, when
appropriate, using the generic inverse variance method (Higgins
2021a).  We will do this for all studies with missing standard
deviations/errors.

We will then undertake a sensitivity analysis excluding those
studies with a high level of missing data for that outcome. We will
consider missing data to be substantial if the outcome data were
missing for > 20% of the participants. We will compare the rates of
missing data between groups to determine if asymmetry is present.

Assessment of heterogeneity

We will assess heterogeneity among the studies using the Chi2 test
from the forest plot. Heterogeneity may be indicated if there is
a statistically significant result (P < 0.10). However, if the studies
included in the review have small sample sizes, then careful
interpretation of the Chi2 test is needed. In this situation, we
will use the I2 statistic, which measures the percentage of the
variability in eFect estimates that is due to heterogeneity rather
than sampling error/chance. The inconsistency among the studies
will be quantified as:

• 0% to 40%: might not be important;

• 30% to 60%: may represent moderate heterogeneity;

• 50% to 90%: may represent substantial heterogeneity;

• 75% to 100%: considerable heterogeneity (Higgins 2021a).

If we identify substantial or considerable heterogeneity (indicated
by an I2 value > 50%) we will report it and explore possible causes
by prespecified sensitivity analysis.

For random-eFects meta-analysis, we will examine the extent of
variation among the eFect estimates of the diFerent studies using

Tau2.

Assessment of reporting biases

If we are able to pool > 10 trials, we will create and examine a
funnel plot to explore possible small study biases for the primary
outcomes.

Data synthesis

We will include all studies in the primary analysis, and to assess the
potential eFects of studies at high risk we will carry out sensitivity
analyses (Higgins 2021a). We will undertake meta-analyses only
where this is meaningful, i.e. if the treatments, participants and
the underlying clinical question are similar enough for pooling to
make sense. We will use a random-eFects model due to the high
probability of heterogeneity in the RCTs that will be included in this
review.

If a meta-analysis is not possible, we will analyse our data using
non-statistical methods, including investigation of the similarities
and the diFerences between the findings of diFerent studies. We
will use the following steps (Campbell 2020).

• Describe  the included studies and summarise the features
of each study in the same order.

• Group the studies by intervention, population groups and
settings.

• Tabulate results in order to identify patterns across the included
studies.

• Transform the data into a common statistical format.

• Translate the data: we will use thematic or content analysis
in identifying areas in common between studies.

Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity

We will explore heterogeneity using subgroup analyses (if we
identify ≥ 10 studies) according to the following parameters.

• Male versus Female

• Age (< 70 years versus ≥ 70 years)

• LeK ventricular ejection fraction on ECG (< 35% and ≥ 35%)

We will use the formal test for subgroup diFerences in RevMan Web
2020, and base our interpretation on this. We will report the results

of subgroup analyses quoting the Chi2 statistic and P value.

Sensitivity analysis

We plan to carry out the following sensitivity analyses, to test
whether key methodological factors or decisions have aFected the
main result.

• We only include randomised studies with low  risk or  some
concerns and carry out a sensitivity analysis.

• We will examine both fixed-eFect model and random-eFects
model meta-analyses.

• We plan to explore the impact of missing data.

If we identify studies with missing data that were unobtainable, we
will repeat the analyses excluding them to find their impact on the
primary analyses.

Summary of findings and assessment of the certainty of the
evidence

The following are preselected  outcomes to be included in the
summary of findings tables: ventricular arrhythmia recurrence
rate, all-cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, appropriate ICD
therapy, and acute procedural complications (including stroke,
pericardial tamponade and major bleeding).

Catheter ablation versus escalation of antiarrhythmic medications for management of ventricular tachycardia in patients with ischaemic
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We will use the five GRADE considerations (study limitations,
consistency of eFect, imprecision, indirectness and publication
bias) to assess the certainty  of a body of evidence as it relates
to the studies which contribute data to the meta-analyses for the
prespecified outcomes. We will use RoB 2 to assess the certainty of
the evidence for both GRADE and the summary of findings table.
We will use the overall RoB 2 judgement to feed into GRADE. We
will use GRADEpro soKware to create a GRADE table, (GRADE pro
GDT 2021). We will justify all decisions to downgrade the quality of
studies using footnotes, and we will make comments to aid readers'
understanding of the review where necessary (Schünemann 2021).

Judgements about evidence certainty will be made by two review
authors (HA, GM) working independently, with disagreements
resolved by discussion or involving a fourth review author (SJ or
PL). We plan to extract study data, format our comparisons in data

tables, and prepare summary of findings tables before writing the
results and conclusions of our review. In case a meta-analysis is
not possible, we will present the results as a narrative summary of
findings table.
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A P P E N D I C E S

Appendix 1. Preliminary MEDLINE (Ovid) search strategy

1 Catheter Ablation/ (31971)

2 ablation.tw. (91851)

3 1 or 2 (98798)

4 exp Tachycardia, Ventricular/ (16753)

5 ventricular tachycardia*.tw. (23543)

6 VT.tw. (15924)

7 4 or 5 or 6 (40464)

8 3 and 7 (4828)

9 randomized controlled trial.pt. (509746)

10 controlled clinical trial.pt. (93762)

11 randomized.ab. (486190)

12 placebo.ab. (209433)

13 drug therapy.fs. (2220320)

14 randomly.ab. (337049)

15 trial.ab. (512719)

16 groups.ab. (2069665)

17 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 (4749461)
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18 exp animals/ not humans.sh. (4718676)

19 17 not 18 (4121094)

20 8 and 19 (561)
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